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CORE VALUES

We constantly develop and we always 
look for new ways and solutions. 

Yet we always stay true to our core 
values, represented by the three words 
that really sum everything up.

Saying them is quite easy. Living them is 
quite a challenge in a fast-moving world 
of constant change. But we strive!

BRAND HISTORY

PROJOB’s modern history dates back to 
1998 when founder and designer Tore 
Parment took his knowledge and 
experience from the outdoor equipment 
market and applied it on a new breed of 
workwear. The ambition has always been 
to create functionality where it really 
is needed: In everyday physical work 
situations. 
 
Tore is still Head of Design at PROJOB, 
which is now owned by New Wave Group, 

a Swedish Company Group with many 
internationally well-known brands in its 
portfolio. 

Craft Sportswear is a sister company 
with a brand that is synonymous to 
the Three-Layer-Principle and the two 
organisations have a close cooperation 
with each other. 

History is important, since it shows why 
we are here and where we plan to go next.
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DISCLAIMER REGARDING  
THIS CATALOGUE

PROJOB Workwear reserves itself regarding 
printing errors and deviations in color 
resemblance.
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WHEN 
DUTY
CALLS
PROJOB
WILL
ANSWER.
READINESS AND RELIABILITY

We have a new logotype and a new payoff for the 
coming years. It marks a new era, a higher ambition 
and a stronger focus on export markets. In that 
process we use the communicative concept WHEN 
DUTY CALLS.
 
The capacity of workers have never been more 
needed than in these days and when duty calls, 
we must answer. Duty is a worldwide concept of 
readiness, responsibility, reliability and agreement 
and a force that drives society forward. 

We feel that the reward for doing your duty is being 
equipped with the best gear and tools for the work 
to be done. And we strongly feel that professional 

workwear from PROJOB is among the best rewards 
available on the market. The World Market. 

As of 2022, we are present and represented 
in basically all continents across the globe and 
especially in North America and all of EU we are 
increasingly becoming a household brand in 
workwear.   

We are not only going rapidly global, we are also going 
rapidly online, increasing accessibility. Because we do 
not just focus on superior quality, we also aim to be a 
reliable supplier in terms of keeping good stock and 
maintaining good logistics.  

Regardless the online evolution, there are still physical 
catalogues. You hold one right now. This year it runs in 
16 language editions. We hope you enjoy reading it!
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ProDry™ are the materials you wear closest to your 
skin. They transport moisture and allow it to pass to the 
outer layer. With ProDry™ there you don’t have to have 
damp and cold garments next to your body.

Pro Thermal™ are the materials that afford effective 
insulation against both heat and cold. The materials 
detect and dispose of surplus heat at the same time 
that they keep out unneeded cold. Pro Thermal™ keeps 
body temperature at an even and pleasant level all day.

Pro Vent™ are the materials with high breathability. 
They let out moisture and superfluous heat. They 
withstand rain, snow and wind. Pro Vent™ are resilient, 
protective materials worn on the very outside.

Pro Tec™ are the materials that afford effective 
protection against exterior effects. They are very 
resistant to wear and to tearing. Pro Tec™ is suited to 
extremely strenuous work in rough environments.

COTTON
Cotton is a soft and comfortable natural material. It 
insulates and ventilates. One of cotton’s advantages 
is that it does not melt when exposed to flames and 
sparks and that it is difficult to set fire to. Our heavy-
duty cotton twill is extra sturdy and durable. This is 
possible because we ourselves are involved in and 
direct development from fibre to final production.

POLYESTER/COTTON
The combination of cotton and polyester have proven 
perfect for making long-lasting garments. The 
breathability of cotton combined with the durability 
and colourfastness of polyester make garments in 
polyester/cotton keep their shape and colour longer. 
Clothes in polyester/cotton are therefore an excellent 
choice for hard work that places great demands on 
both the wearer and the garments.

SPUN DYED   
Using the traditional dyeing method, the finished 
fabric is dipped in a dye bath, before being rinsed and 
then dried. With the spun dyed process, the colour 
pigment is added before the fibre is spun and the 
fabric subsequently woven/knitted.

In this way the colour becomes part of the fibre. The 
woven/knitted fabric achieves much better colour 
fastness, making it better able to withstand washing, 
wearing, sunlight and bleaching.
 
In environmental terms, spun dye is much more eco-
friendly than the traditional method of dyeing. As it 
eliminates a stage in the dyeing process, consumption 
of energy, chemicals and water is significantly 
reduced.

VENT AIR® is wind and waterproof with breathability. VENT AIR® keeps 
the body dry and cool while protecting against the forces of weather. 
The material consists of three-component high-tech weave, a functional 
material with a coating on the inside and a water-repellent treatment on 
the outside.

Cordura® is DuPont’s brand of extremely durable polyamide material. It is 
three times as strong as standard polyamide, up to seven times as strong 
as cotton and yet is fine and supple. We use it primarily as reinforcement 
in places that are exposed to hard wear. 

YKK is a market-leading brand in zippers. The products are of high quality 
and set the standard for other players in the market.

3M Scotchlite™ person reflex material makes you extra visible when it’s 
dark and the view is bad. The material reflects bright white when it’s lit 
up by the headlights of a vehicle, also when the wearer stands beside 
the road. 3M Scotchlite reflex material for protective garments exceeds 
the highest reflex category of the European standards for reflective 
protective garments, EN471, as well as all strict, standardised tests.

Coats epic has set a new standard in the thread market. It consists of a 
core of polyester fibre around which is spun yet another polyester fibre. 
The combination makes for a thread with maximal tensile strength, which 
results in seams with extreme durability.

Duraflex is the trade mark of the high-quality buckles used in PROJOB 
clothes, belts and carrying systems.

PrimaLoft® is a brand of patented synthetic microfiber thermal insulation 
material, originally developed for military use. 

CRAFT® is a world leading producer of functional sports apparel and 
innovative supplier of three-layer-principle garments. Craft provides the 
fabrics and know-how to our workclimate underwear.  

Materials with 37.5®-technology help to keep your body at the ideal 
temperature 37,5ºC. The material contains naturally active particles, 
permanently embedded in the fiber which, when you get hot, removes 
sweat in the vapor stage before liquid sweat forms. 37.5® is a trademark 
of Cocona, Inc.

DETAILS
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New Wave Group has two main strategies to decrease 
our environmental impact and to cut our emission of 
greenhouse gases. First of all, we must influence the 
transportation companies that we are working with. Our 
membership in “Clean Shipping Index” aims to impact the 
shipping companies to use cleaner vessels by ranking the 
most high-performing ships. The Group works with some 
of the largest transportation companies on the market, all 
of which have environmental programs in place for their 
operations. 
Secondly, we always strive to improve our internal logistics 
and work methods. Within our group of companies, we 
club together as much as possible of our shipments and 
transportations. In addition to protecting the environment, 
sustainable solutions can also contribute to the 
streamlining of our operations. 
To learn more about our Code of Conduct and our 
sustainability work, please visit The New Wave Group’s 
homepage: www.nwg.se
We have the possibility to contribute and make a 
difference through our global operations.  PROJOB is a 
part of New Wave Group. New Wave Group is working with 
social and environmental sustainability under the term 

CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility). As our customer, 
you are supporting this work.

WE LIKE SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTS 
New Wave Group believes in classic design and good 
quality products - a concept that will never be out-of-
fashion. We hope you will enjoy our products for a long 
time. All products can be customized to your precise 
demand, which is a good way to ensure long-lasting use 
and sustainable consumption. It is important to New Wave 
Group that our products are safe and free from restricted 
chemicals. New Wave Group is a member of the Swedish 
Chemicals Group at Swerea IVF to receive the most 
updated information on legislation and developments. 
This supports our active work to reduce and replace 
chemicals in line with best available technique. All our 
suppliers must follow the requirements in our Restricted 
Substance List. The list has been designed in accordance 
with legislations such as REACH, but also taking into 
account industry recommendations and standards. As 
a result, our requirements are often stricter than the 
applicable legislation.

IMPROVING WORKING  
CONDITIONS 
New Wave Group is never far away 
from the manufacturing of our 
products. Being represented on site 
enables us to have a close partnership 
with our suppliers and to actively 
monitor their business operations. We 
have a CSR-team, which consists of 
full-time staff dedicated to visit our 
suppliers, monitor and support them 
with various social and environmental 
topics. 

As a member of BSCI, New Wave 
Group has adopted the BSCI Code 
of Conduct. It contains requirements 
on minimum wage, working hours 
and the prohibition of child labour, 
among several other requirements 
from international conventions like to 
ILO Conventions and the Declaration 
of Human Rights. New Wave Group 
has a commitment towards BSCI to 

engage our suppliers in third party 
examination by independent auditors. 
Having both internal and external 
audits is a quality assurance to us. We 
strive for constant improvements and 
continuous development. 

New Wave Group is a signatory 
member of the pioneering Accord on 
Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh. 
The Accord is a binding contract 
between brands, international and 
local trade unions and NGOs. Its 
aim is to make all garment factories 
in Bangladesh safe workplaces, 
which includes a program of safety 
inspections and a commitment to 
ensure that the necessary repairs 
and renovations are carried out. The 
Accord will have significant impact 
on the daily lives of millions of textile 
workers in Bangladesh. We are proud 
to be a part of this project.

SUSTAINABILITY
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HIGH VISIBILITY
CSA Z96-15 ANSI 107-2015

HIGH VISIBILITY

CSA Z96-15 ANSI 107-2015

Reflective clothing are personal protective equipment 
products designed to be used by a person for protection 
against health and safety risks.

While worksites all around the world share common 
environment and safety issues, high visibility protocols 
differ quite a lot. Europe is governed by EN ISO 20471 
and previously EN 471, Canada by CSA Z96 and the 
United States by ANSI 107. Within North America, 
provincial and state governments often add their own 
stamps to the process.

For maximum visibility, we chose the latest 3MTM 8912 
technology for the 2 inch (50 mm) wide retro-reflective 
silver stripes. For maximum safety, we adopted the 
pattern and the construction most widely used in 
Canada’s more extreme industries – vertical reflective 
strips in front and a large “X” in the back, all framed with 
a 1 inch (25mm) contrasting fluorescent strip on either 
side. The logic is – if you see vertical stripes, the wearer 
is facing you. If you see an “X”, the wearer has his back 
to you.

All our garments conform to Class 2, Level 2 high 
visibility performance standards under CSA Z96-15 
and ANSI 107-2015 Type R, Class 2. When the jacket 
is worn together with our high-visibility pants, they 
conform to Class 3, Level 2 standards.

SAFETY CLOTHES 
CREATED IN 
SWEDEN 
BUT BUILT FOR
NORTH AMERICA
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3 4 5 61+2

6418 HEAVY INSULATED HI-VIS JACKET
 
Wind and waterproof insulated hi-vis jacket with detachable hood. Hem and 
waist drawstring, Velcro strap adjustable cuff. Full front placket with press studs. 
Fleece lined side pockets with flap and zipper. Chest pocket with flap; ID card 
holder on the left. Two inner zip pockets and one smartphone flap pocket. 
Hidden inside zipper for embroidery purposes. 

Material: 75% polyester, 25% polyurethane. Lining: 100 % polyester.
Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: orange/black-799 
Size: S-4XL

799

CSA

6406

799

10

10

6406 6 IN 1 HI-VIS PARKA
 
Hi-vis jacket with detachable lining that can be used in 6 different 
combinaisons; an insulated winter jacket, a mid-season or a rain jacket. The 
lining, reversible with zipp-off sleeves, can also be used as a Class 2 Level 2 
vest. 

Material: 100 % polyester. Lining: 100 % polyester. 
Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: yellow/navy-10, orange/black-799 
Size: S-4XL

CSA
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PROJOB workwear
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4424

6420
6420 HI-VIS 3-LAYER INSULATED SOFTSHELL 
JACKET
 
3-layer hi-vis functional softshell jacket, both wind and water resistant. 
Quilted lining. Two chest pockets, left side with inner smartphone pocket. ID 
badge holder. Two inner zipped pockets, one for documents or larger items. 
Two fleece-lined side pockets. Left side inside pocket with headset opening. 
Sleeve pocket on left arm. Pit zip ventilation. Drawstring hem. Adjustable 
cuffs. Extended back, fleece-lined collar for added comfort. Insulated, 
adjustable and detachable hood. 

Material: 100% polyester, 250g/m2. Lining: 100% polyester. 
Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: yellow/black-11, orange/black-799 
Size: S-4XL

AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES FIT P. 42

AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES FIT P. 42

6419

 
40

         

6419 HI-VIS SOFTSHELL JACKET 
 
Hi-vis functional softshell jacket, both wind and water resistant. Quilted 
lining. Two chest pockets, left side with inner smartphone pocket. ID badge 
holder. Two inner zipped pockets, one for documents or larger items. Two 
side pockets. Left side inside pocket with headset opening. Sleeve pocket 
on left arm. Pit zip ventilation. Drawstring hem and extended back for 
greater comfort. Adjustable cuffs. Adjustable and detachable hood. 

Material: 100% polyester, 250g/m2  
Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: yellow/black-11, orange/black-799 
Size: S-4XL

799

11

9910

11

11

799

799

CSA

CSA

CSAEN 343 3/2
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4424 3 IN 1 FUNCTIONAL JACKET
 
Wind- and waterproof jacket with removable inner jacket. Main jacket has 
got taped seams, two-way zipper at front with external wind flap to prevent 
wind draft as well as water leakage, press-stud closure. Transfer reflectors. 
Vertical breast pockets with waterproof zippers, left one with loop for ID-card 
holder. Spacious side pockets. Detachable hood, adjustable in two ways with 
drawstring. Adjustable jacket hem with drawstring. Adjustable cuffs with Velcro, 
also extra inner cuffs with thumb grip.  
Light quilted inner jacket . Side pockets with zipper. Breast pocket with zipper 
and internal loop for ID-card holder. Inner pocket with zipper and phone 
pocket with Velcro closure. 

Material: 100% polyester. Lining: 100% polyester. 
Class: CSA Z96-15 CLASS 1 LEVEL 2 
Color: black/yellow-9910 
Size: XS-4XL
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6703

6708
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6703 VEST EN ISO 20471 CLASS 2
 
A simpler vest with Velcro closure at front.

Material: 100% polyester, 130 g/m2 
Class: EN ISO 20471 Class 2 
Color: yellow-10, orange-17 
Size: ONE SIZE

6708 HI-VIS INSULATED & REVERSIBLE  
VEST
 
Hi-vis reversible vest with down feel synthetic insulation. Two side 
and chest zipped pockets.

Material: 100% polyester, fabric 1 (HV): 210g/m2 fabric 2 
(black): 49g/m2. Padding: 100% polyester. 

Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: yellow/black-11, orange/black-799 
Size: S-4XL

inside

6709

11

11

799
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6709 VEST EN ISO 20471 CLASS 2
 
A simpler vest with zipper closure at front. 

Material: 100% polyester, 125 g/m2 
Class: EN ISO 20471 Class 2 
Color: yellow/black-11, orange/black-799 
Size: ONE SIZE

CSA

 
40
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PROJOB workwear
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Vest 6708 | P. 12
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PROJOB workwear
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6514
EN 343 3/1/X

799
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6514 HI-VIS INSULATED PANTS
 
Winterized hi-vis pants. Higher at back for more comfort. Adjustable waist. 
Side pockets. Leg pocket with phone compartment and flap on right side. 
Folding rule pocket on left leg. Back pockets with flap. Leg zipper. Internal 
kneepad pockets.

Material: 100% polyester. Reinforcements: 100% polyamide. 
 Lining: 100% polyester. 
Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: orange/black-799 
Size:

Pant 6514 | P. 14 Pant 6514 | P. 14

WAIST
INSEAM 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44

32 • • • • • •
34 • • • • • • •

CSA
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PROJOB workwear
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6522 FULL WEIGHT MULTI POCKET PANTS, HI-VIS 
BOTTOM
 
Waistpants in durable cotton and reinforcements in Cordura®. Holster pockets 
that can be tucked into side pockets on both sides, one with extra pockets and 
one with loops for tools. Leg pockets, on left side pocket with flap and press-stud 
closure, internal phone pocket and bracket for ID-card. One ID-card holder comes 
with the pants. On the right side pocket for folding rule and pocket for tools with 
knife button. Back pockets with extra width, the left one with flap. Two adjustable 
hammer loops, one on each side. Two D-rings fastened at the waistband. Pre-bent 
knees for increased comfort. Internal pockets for knee protectors, adjustable in 
two height levels. Pockets, back side of leg hems and knees are reinforced with 
Cordura® for increased durability.

Material: 100% cotton, 375 g/m2  
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura® 

Class: EN ISO 20471 Class 1 
Color: yellow/black-11
Size: 

6530NEW
COLOR
100%
COTTON

11

11

1799

 
40

         

6530 MULTI-POCKET PANTS, HI-VIS BOTTOM
 
Waistpants in durabe cotton with a slightly lower grammage for a light weight 
pant. Holster pockets, one with an extra pocket and one with loops for tools, 
holster pockets can be tucked into side pockets. Back pockets with flap and 
Velcro closure. Leg pockets, on the left side two pockets with flap and Velcro 
closure, also one bracket for fastening ID-card. Folding rule pocket and pocket 
for tools with knife button on the right side. Two hammer loops, one on each 
side. Reinforcements in holster pockets, folding rule pocket and over knees for 
increased durability. Pre-bent knees with internal pockets for knee protectors, 
adjustable in two height levels. Size C42-C64 can be extended by 5 cm. 

Material: 100% cotton, 320 g/m2 
Class: EN ISO 20471 Class 1 
Color: yellow/black-11, orange/black-1799 
Size: 

Jacket 5411 | P. 24
Pant 6522 | P. 15

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

30 • • • • • • • • • •
32 • • • • • • • •
33 •
34 • • • • •

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 35 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

30 • • • • • • • • •
30/32 • •
32/34 • • • • • • • • •
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RAINWEAR
RAINWEAR

It can be challenging to work for extended hours in wet conditions. 
Staying warm and dry is key to maintaining good health, staying 
focused and avoiding potential hazards while on the job.

ProJob rainwear is designed specifically to address these working 
conditions within a wet environment. No matter the conditions, 
the ProJob collection is built to deliver on your needs for high-
visibility, reflective accents for security in low-light situations or 
for service and transport workers who require breathability as they 
are constantly on the move.
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PROJOB workwear
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6440 HI-VIS WATERPROOF JACKET
 
Wind and waterproof shell jacket with taped seams and two-way zipper. Good 
breathability, two chest and two front zipped pockets. ID badge holder. Three 
inner pockets. Detachable hood with adjustable rubber cord. Adjustable cuffs. 
Drawstring hem.

Material: 100% polyester 
Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: yellow/black-11, orange/black-799 
Size: XS-4XL

6566
EN 343 3/3

 
30

         

6566 HI-VIS WATERPROOF PANTS
 
Trousers with elasticated waist and drawstring, taped seams. Two side pockets, 
reinforcement at knee, opening with covered zipper at end of each trouser leg.

Material: 100% polyester. Lining: 100% polyester.  
Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: orange-17, yellow-10 
Size: XS-4XL

11

799

10

10

17

CSA

CSA

Jacket 6431 | P. 19
Pant 6504 | P. 19
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PROJOB workwear
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6431
EN 343 3/1
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6431 HI-VIS WATERPROOF JACKET
 
Rain jacket with stitched, welded and taped seams. Adjustable and 
detachable hood with snap fasteners. Cuffs with snap fasteners. Front 
pockets with flap. 

Material 1: 100% PU
Material 2: 100 % polyester, 170 g/m2 
Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: yellow/black-11, orange/black-799 
Size: XS-4XL

6504
EN 343 3/1

 
40

         

6504 HI-VIS WATERPROOF PANTS
 
Elasticated waist with adjustable cord. Adjustable leg ends. Sewn and 
welded seams. 

Material: polyurethane-coated polyamide knit 170 g/m² 
Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: yellow/black-11, orange/black-799 
Size: XS-4XL

CSA

CSA

11

799

799

799

11

799
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PROJOB workwear
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4430 RAIN JACKET
 
Rain jacket with stitched, welded and taped seams to be waterproof. Adjustable, 
detachable hood with press-studs. Adjustable cuffs with press-studs. Front 
pockets with flap to avoid water leakage. Reflective details at back, on cuffs and 
bottom of jacket for increased visibility.

Material: 58% PVC, 27% polyester, 15% PU 
Color: black-99 
Size: XS-4XL

4530

99

 
40

         

4530 RAIN PANTS
 
Rain pants with stitched, welded and taped seams to be waterproof. Elastic waist 
with drawstring. Side pockets with flap to avoid water leakage and ”mesh” pocket 
pouch for ventilation. Reflective details on ankle cuff for increased visibility.

Material: 58% PVC, 27% polyester, 15% PU 
Color: black-99 
Size: XS-3XL

EN 343 3/1

EN 343 3/1

Jacket 3425 | P. 21
Pant 3512 | P. 21
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PROJOB workwear
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3425

3512

EN 343 3/3/X

EN 343 3/3/X

99

99
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3425 SHELL JACKET
 
Functional layer-3 jacket, in wind- and waterproof material. Taped seams. 
Ventair material, which means that the jacket has excellent breathability and 
is comfortable to wear. Water proof zipper at front, with internal windflap and 
chin guard to prevent chafing. High collar at front. Breast pocket on the right 
side with internal bracket for fastening ID-card. Extended back. Reflective 
details for increased visibility. Extended back. Adjustable hood in two ways 
with drawstring. Adjustable cuffs with Velcro and adjustable waist with 
drawstring.

Material: 100% polyester, 160 g/m2 
Class: EN 343 3/3/X 
Color: black-99 
Size: XS-4XL

3512 SHELL PANT
 
Wind- and waterproof pants with great breathability. Taped seams. The 
VentAir material in three layers keeps the body dry all day. Elastic waist with 
drawstring. Spacious side pockets on both sides with zip closure, covered 
with flap to avoid water leakage. Zippers along legs to facilitate dressing and 
undressing, covered with flap (35 cm in size L). Adjustable leg ends with Velcro.

Material: 100% polyester, 160 g/m2 
Class: EN 343 3/3/X 
Color: black-99 
Size: XS-4XL

Jacket 3425 | P. 21
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JACKETS & 
SWEATSHIRTS

JACKETS & SWEATSHIRTS

All the reinforcements united in one full-packed chapter for improved 
overview. When gathered, it becomes obvious how much our collection 
covers in terms of functionality and how many versions there are in the 
different styles.

There is a Swedish idiomatic expression,“It’s hard to see the forest for 
all the trees”, and this is the reason we rearranged our most important 
product group separately in this catalogue”.  

All jackets and sweatshirts united in one full-packed chapter for 
improved overview.
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4411
EN 343 3/2

99
99
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4411 JACKET 3 IN 1
 
Wind- and waterproof parka with taped seams. 3D mesh lining on the inside of 
main jacket for better ventilation and comfort. Two-way zipper at front covered 
with flap to prevent wind draft as well as water leakage. Fleece lining in collar 
for increased comfort and warmth. Two spacious breast pockets with flap, on the 
left side hidden bracket for fastening ID-card and also one phone pocket with 
Velcro closure. Two laminated pockets with waterproof zippers, one on the upper 
left sleeve and one below the right breast pocket. Side pockets on both sides 
with zippers and extra width. Reflective details at back and on arms for increased 
visibility. Detachable hood, adjustable in two ways with drawstring. Adjustable 
cuffs with Velcro and adjustable waist drawstring. 
 
Detachable quilted inner jacket with fleece lining over torso for increased comfort 
and warmth. Side pockets with zippers and one vertical breast pocket. Jacket is 
possible to wear either on its own or as an innerjacket, where the main zipper is 
possible to attach.

Material: 100% polyester. 100% polyamide reinforcement 
Class: EN 343 3/2 
Color: black-99 
Size: XS-4XL

5411

99

NEW
COLOR
100%
COTTON

          

5411 PADDED JACKET
 
Padded jacket with fluorescent fabric and reflectors over shoulders for increased 
visibility. Pre-bent arms and pilé lining in collar for increased comfort and warmth. 
Breast pocket on the right side for tools and pens, also one phone pocket with 
Velcro closure. One ID-card holder comes with the jacket. On the left side one 
big pocket for documents. Side pockets with zippers. Spacious inner pockets with 
zippers. Extended back. Reflective piping at back and on sleeves for increased 
visibility. Adjustable cuffs with Velcro and adjustable waist with drawstring. Lining 
can be opened to facilitate printing and embroidery.

Material: 100% cotton 375 g/m2 
Color: black-99 
Size: XS-3XL

3423

99

 
40

         

3423 JACKET
 
A lightweight quilted jacket. Side pockets with zippers and one vertical breast 
pocket to the right with internal bracket for fastening ID-card. Inner pocket with 
zipper and one phone pocket with Velcro closure. Jacket is possible to wear 
either on its own or as an inner jacket to 4411 and 6417, where the main zipper 
is possible to attach. 

Material: 100% polyester 
Color: black-99 
Size: XS-4XL
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99

NEW
COLOR
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5413 JACKET WITH HI-VIS SHOULDER
 
Jacket with pre-shaped arms and adjustable cuffs. Full front placket with press 
studs. Two side pockets with zip and drawstring hem. Left zipped chest pocket 
and multiple right side pockets with room for keys, smartpho- ne, etc. ID card 
holder. Fluorescent surface on each shoulder with reflectors. Hidden inside 
zipper for embroidery purposes.

Material: 100% cotton 375 g/m2 
Color: black-99 
Size: S-XXL

3407
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3407 PADDED FUNCTIONAL JACKET
 
Functional triple-layer jacket, in wind- and water repellant softshell material. 
Quilted padded lining and fleece fabric in collar for increased warmth and 
comfort. Two breast pockets, left one with internal phone pocket and solution 
for hands-free. Two side pockets. Sleeve pocket on left arm for keys and 
keycards etc. Inner pockets on both sides, double pockets on left side, one 
with Velcro closure and one with zipper. ID-card holder. Ventilation zippers 
under arms with mesh. Extended back. Reflective piping on sleeves and back 
for increased visibility. Detachable hood, adjustable with drawstring. Adjustable 
cuffs with Velcro and adjustable waist with drawstring. Lining is openable to 
facilitate embroidery. 

Material: 100% polyester  
Color: navy-58, black-99
 *red-35, sky-blue-53, forest green-66, grey-98  
Size: XS-4XL

AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES FIT P. 43

3406

58

 
40

         

3406 FUNCTIONAL JACKET
 
Functional triple-layer jacket, in wind- and water repellant softshell material. 
Two breast pockets, left one with internal phone pocket and solution for 
hands-free. Two side pockets. Sleeve pocket on left arm for keys and keycards 
etc. Inner pockets on both sides, double pockets on left side, one with Velcro 
closure and one with zipper. ID-card holder. Ventilation zippers under arms 
with mesh. Extended back. Reflective piping on sleeves and back for increased 
visibility. Detachable hood, adjustable with drawstring. Fleece lined collar 
for increased comfort. Adjustable cuffs with Velcro and adjustable waist with 
drawstring. 

Material: 100% polyester 260 g/m2 
Color: black-99, navy-58
 *white-00, red-35, sky blue-53, forest green-66, grey-98  
Size: XS-4XL

AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES FIT P. 43
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3318 FLEECE JACKET
 
Jacket in heavy fleece material with reinforcements over shoulders and elbows 
for increased durability. Side pockets with zipper. Two-way zipper at front with 
zipguard to prevent chafing. Extended back. Thumb grip at sleeve ends. 

Material: 100% polyester, 320g/m2 
Color: red-35, navy-58, grey melange-95, black-99 
Size: XS-4XL

2325

35

35

53

58

99

98

66

          

2325 MICROFLEECE JACKET
 
Microfleece jacket with raglan sleeves for greater freedom of movement. Zipper 
at front with chin guard to prevent chafing. Patch breast pocket with zipper and 
internal loop for ID-card. Side pockets with concealed zippers. Two inner pockets. 

Material: 100% polyester, 195 g/m2 
Color: red-35, sky blue-53, navy-58, forest green-66, grey-98, black-99  
Size: XS-5XL

AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES FIT P.43

2116

99

 
40

         

2116 HOOD JACKET
 
Hood jacket with reinforcements in softshell in exposed areas such as under arms 
and on the side pockets for increased durability. Soft and comfortable fabric with 
brushed inside. Detail stitches in contrast color. Adjustable hood. Side pockets 
with zippers. Rib-knitted hem and cuffs.

Material: 55% polyester, 45% cotton 260 g/m2  
Reinforcements: 100% polyester 

Color: black-99 
Size: XS-4XL
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5205 NEW
COLOR
100%
COTTON

99

94

94
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5205 SHIRT
 
Short-sleeved functional shirt without side seams, preventing chafing and 
irritation. The shirt is specially designed for optimal sleeve movement. Practical 
breast pockets with flaps. Concealed vertical breast pockets with zipper that 
can be used as safety pockets. Press-studs. Box pleat in back for freedom of 
movement. 

Material: 100% cotton 210 g/m2 
Color: graphite-94, black-99 
Size: XS-3XL

5203

58

          

5203 SHIRT
 
Shirt with press studs at front. Two large breast pockets with bellow pleat. 
Adjustable cuffs with two press-studs. Sleeve designed for optimal freedom of 
movement. Double yokes and two pleats in back.

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 190 g/m2 
Color: navy-58 
Size: XS-3XL

4201

94

99

58

58

          

4201 SHIRT
 
Short-sleeved shirt with press-studs. Two large breast pockets with bellow pleat. 
Sleeves designed for optimal freedom of movement. Double yokes and two 
pleats in back.

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 190 g/m2 
Color: navy-58, graphite-94, black-99 
Size: XS-3XL
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2017 T-SHIRT LONG SLEEVED 

 
Long sleeved t-shirt in 100% cotton, color -10 and -17 in interlock. 
Modern fit. Reinforced shoulder seam. 

Material: 100% cotton, 180 g/m2 (Colours 10 & 17 100% polyester, 
200 g/m2) 

Color: white-00, yellow-10, orange-17, black-99 
Size: XS-4XL

2020NEW
COLOR
100%
COTTON

99

9917

99

5810

 
60

         

2020 T-SHIRT LONG SLEEVED
 
Long sleeved t-shirt in cotton with fluorescent fabric over shoulders for 
increased visibility. Cuffs at sleeve ends.

Material: 100% cotton 180g/m2, hi-vis material 100% polyester 195g/m2    
Color: navy/yellow-5810, black/yellow-99, black/orange-9917 
Size: XS-4XL

SHIRT 2020
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AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES FIT P. 44

2016 NEW
COLOR
100%
COTTON
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2016 T-SHIRT
 
T-shirt in 100% cotton, color -10 and -17 in interlock. Modern fit. Reinforced 
shoulder seam. 

Material: 100% cotton, 180 g/m2 (Colours 10 & 17 100% polyester, 200 g/m2) 
Color: white-00, yellow-10, orange-17, red-35, sky blue-53, navy-58, forest 

green-66, grey-98, black-99 
Size: XS-4XL

2019 NEW
COLOR
100%
COTTON

9917

9917

99

5810
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2019 T-SHIRT
 
T-shirt in cotton with fluorescent fabric at shoulders for increased visibility.

Material: 100% cotton 180g/m2, hi-vis material 100% polyester 195g/m2    
Color: navy/yellow-5810, black/yellow-99, black/orange-9917 
Size: XS-4XL

2030

83

83

00

99

35
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2030 T-SHIRT FUNCTION
 
T-shirt made of ”spun dyed” polyester. Reinforced neck and shoulder seam. 
The functional material rapidly transports moisture away from the skin. 
This means the garment dries quickly, keeping you fresh and dry all day. 
Shrink-proof and crease-resistant.

Material: 100% polyester, 135 g/m2 
Color: white-00, red-35, navy-58, stone-83, black-99 
Size: XS-4XL
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2040 PIQUÉ FUNCTION
 
Piqué made of ”spun dyed” polyester. Neck opening with three tone in tone 
buttons. The functional material rapidly transports moisture away from the 
skin. This means the garment dries quickly, keeping you fresh and dry all day. 
Shrink-proof and crease-resistant.

Material: 100% polyester, 160 g/m2 
Color: white-00, red-35, navy-58, stone-83, black-99 
Size: XS-4XL

AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES FIT P. 44

2021
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2021 PIQUÉ
 
Piqué with two detail seams on the collar. Neck opening with three tone in tone 
buttons. Sprund in the sides. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 200 g/m2 
Color: white-00, red-35, skyblue-53, navy-58, forest green-66, grey-98, 

black-99 
Size: XS-4XL

SHIRT 2016
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PANTS & 
SHORTS

PANTS & SHORTS

Primarily it is all about enhanced 
durability: Our construction collection 
takes it to new standards. Reinforced 
Kevlar® panels and details, Coats® Epic 
threads and seams that can take the 
daily wear and tear. It’s proven through 
elaborate testing. 

Secondly, beneath it all, we have all the 
regular PROJOB characteristics: 
The functionality in terms of practical 

and innovative unique details like our 
pants’ knee protection pockets that 
adjusts very well to movement and can 
be washed with the cushions still inside. 
Comfort meets comfort, so to speak. 
Stretch panels adds further mobility to 
the wearer.

If it’s going to be tough, it’s got to be 
PROJOB!
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5630 BIB & BRACE
 
Bib and Brace with holster pockets that can be tucked into the side pockets, 
one with an extra pocket and one with loops for tools. Adjustable elastic braces. 
Spacious front pockets for phone and documents. Leg pocket with attachment for 
ID-card. Back pockets with flap and Velcro closure. Reflective piping on outside 
leg for increased visibility. Reinforcements inside holster pockets, folding rule 
pocket and over knees. Internal pockets for knee protectors, adjustable in two 
height levels. Can be extended by 5 cm. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m2 
Color: khaki-82, black-99 
Size: 

5530 NEW
COLOR
100%
COTTON

98

56

98

99

          

5530 WAISTPANTS
 
Waistpants in durable cotton with a slightly lower grammage for a light weight 
trouser. Holster pockets that can be tucked into the side pockets, one with an 
extra pocket and one with loops for tools. Back pockets with flap and Velcro 
closure. Folding rule pocket with pocket for tools with knife button. Two hammer 
loops, one on each side. Reinforcement inside of holster pockets, folding rule 
pocket and over knees. Pre-bent knees. Internal pockets for knee protectors, 
adjustable in two height levels. Can be extended by 5 cm. 

Material: 100% cotton, 320 g/m2 
Color: navy-56, grey-98, black-99 
Size: 

5531

99

82

98

          

5531 WAISTPANTS
 
Waistpants with holster pockets that can be tucked into the side pockets, one with 
an extra pocket and one with loops for tools. Back pockets with flap and Velcro 
closure. Folding rule pocket and pocket for tools with knife button. Two hammer 
loops, one on each side. Reinforcement inside of the holster pockets, folding 
rule pocket and over knees. Reflective piping on the outside of legs for increased 
visibility. Pre-bent knees. Internal pockets for knee protectors, adjustable in two 
height levels. Can be extended by 5 cm. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m2 
Color: khaki-82, grey-98, black-99 
Size: 

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 35 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

30 • • • • • • • • •
30/32 • •
32/34 • • • • • • • • •

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 35 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

30 • • • • • • • • •
30/32 • •
32/34 • • • • • • • • •

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 35 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

30 • • • • • • • • •
30/32 • •
32/34 • • • • • • • • •
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5513 WAISTPANTS
 
Waistpants with holster pockets that can be tucked into side pockets on both 
sides, one with extra pockets and one with loops for tools. Leg pockets, on left 
side pocket with flap and press-stud closure, internal phone pocket and bracket 
for ID-card. On the right side pocket for folding rule and pocket for tools with 
knife button. Back pockets with extra width. Two adjustable hammer loops, one 
on each side. Two D-rings fastened at the waistband. Internal pockets for knee 
protectors, adjustable in two height levels. Holster pockets, back side of leg hems 
and knees are reinforced with Cordura® for increased durability.

Material: 70% polyamide, 30% cotton 260 g/m2  
Reinforcement: 100% polyamide, Cordura® 

Color: grey-98 
Size: 

5512

          

5512 WAISTPANTS
 
Waistpants in polyester/cotton with reinforcements at front of thighs for increased 
durability. Holster pockets that can be tucked into side pockets on both sides, one 
with extra pockets and one with loops for tools. Leg pockets, on left side pocket 
with flap and press-stud closure, internal phone pocket and bracket for ID-card. 
On the right side pocket for folding rule and pocket for tools with knife button. 
Extra wide back pockets. Two adjustable hammer loops, one on each side. Two 
D-rings fastened at the waistband. Internal pockets for knee protectors, adjustable 
in two height levels. Holster pockets, back side of leg hems, over the thighs and 
knees are reinforced with Cordura® for increased durability. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m2.  
Reinforcements: 100% polyamide, Cordura® 

Color: navy-58
Size: 

WAISTPANTS 5531

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

30 • • • • • • • • •
32 • • • • • • • • •
33 •
34 • • • • • •

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

30 • • • • • •
32 • • • • • • • •
33 •
34 • • • • •
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3513 WAISTPANTS FULL STRETCH
 
Waistpants in full stretch that provides maximum freedom of movement and comfort. 
Ventilation openings with zippers along both leg sides and on the back side of the knees, 
with mesh lining. Spacious leg pockets with zippers on both sides. Left leg pocket for 
tools and pens, also one phone pocket with Velcro closure and one bracket for fastening 
ID-card. On the right side pocket for folding rule and pocket for tools with knife button. 
Two hammer loops. Wider belt loop at the back to prevent pressure from belt. Back 
pockets with extra width. Detachable holster pockets fastened with hidden rails invented 
by ProJob. Reflective details on the back side of the knees for increased visibility. 
Adjustable leg ends with drawstring. Pre-bent knees. Internal pockets for knee protectors, 
adjustable in two height levels. Holster pockets, leg hems and knees are reinforced with 
Cordura® for increased durability. 

Material: Material 1: 97% nylon, 3% elastane 265 g/m2  
Material 2: 94% nylon, 6% elastane 290 g/m2  

Color: black-99 
Size: 

3520 STRETCH

98

98

99
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3520 WAISTPANTS STRETCH
 
Waistpants with great flexibility. Stretch fabric across seat, crotch and knee 
area to provide extra freedom of movement. Ventilation openings with zippers 
along both leg sides with mesh lining. Leg pockets with zippers on both sides 
with outer pockets for tools, both with internal phone pockets and bracket for 
fastening ID-card. Detachable holster pockets fastened with hidden rails invented 
by ProJob. Wider belt loop at the back to prevent pressure from belt. Reflective 
details on the back side of the knees for increased visibility. Adjustable leg ends 
with drawstring. Pre-bent knees. Internal pockets for knee protectors, adjustable in 
two height levels. Holster pockets and leg hems are reinforced with Cordura® for 
increased durability.

Material: Material 1: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 230 g/m2  
Material 2: 91.5% polyamide, 8.5% elastane 245 g/m2 

Color: grey-98, black-99  
Size: 

5524

98

 
60

         

5524 WAISTPANTS EXTREME
 
Waistpants with ergonomic padded yoke at back for optimal comfort. Stretch fabric in crotch 
for increased comfort. Holster pockets that can be tucked into the side pockets, with extra 
compartments and internal Cordura® reinforcements. Leg pockets, on left side pocket with flap 
and press-stud closure, internal phone pocket and bracket for ID-card. On the right side pocket 
for folding rule and pocket for tools with knife button. Back pockets with extra width, flap on the 
left one. Two adjustable hammer loops. Two D-rings fastened at the waistband. Pre-bent knees 
with reinforcements in Kevlar. Internal pockets for knee protectors, adjustable in two height 
levels. Reflective Cordura®details for increased visibility. Holster pockets, back side of leg hems 
and knees are reinforced with Cordura® for increased durability. 
Color grey-98 has got an extra knife pocket. 

Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester  
Reinforcements in 100% polyamid, Kevlar 360 g/m2 

Color: grey-98 
Size: 

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

30 • • • • • • • • • •
32 • • • • • • • •
33 •
34 • • • • •

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

30 • • • • • • • • • •
32 • • • • • • • •
33 •
34 • • • • •

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

30 • • • • • • • • • •
32 • • • • • • • •
33 •
34 • • • • •
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2520STRETCH
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2520 WAISTPANTS STRETCH
 
Waistpants with great flexibility. Stretch fabric across seat, crotch and knees area 
to provide extra freedom of movement. Leg pockets with zipper, left one with 
internal phone pocket and on the right side pocket with internal loop for ID-card. 
Wider belt loop at the back to prevent pressure from belt. Back pockets with 
flap and Velcro closure. Hidden attachment for holster pockets (ref. article 9042). 
Hidden button at front.   

Material: Material 1: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 230 g/m2  
Material 2: 92% nylon, 8% spandex, 245 g/m2    

Color: grey-98, black-99  
Size: 

2518

98

99

58

          

2518 WAISTPANTS
 
Waistpants with side pockets. Leg pockets, on the left side pocket with flap and 
Velcro closure and on the right side pockets for pens and tools, also one pocket 
for folding rule. Back pockets with flap and Velcro closure. By unpicking the red 
stitching at the hem the regular cut trousers can be lengthened by 5 cm.

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245g/m2 
Color: navy-58, grey-98, black-99  
Size: 

AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES FIT P.45

58

2530

58

99

          

2530 WAISTPANTS
 
Waistpants with many functional pockets. Side pockets. Double leg pockets on 
the left side, both with flaps and Velcro closure. Folding rule pocket on the right 
side. Back pockets with flap and Velcro closure. By unpicking the red stitching at 
the hem the regular cut trousers can be lengthened by 5 cm.

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2 
Color: navy-58, black-99  
Size: 

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

30 • • • • • • • • • •
32 • • • • • • • •
33 •
34 • • • • •

WAIST
INSEAM 28 30 31 32 34 35 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

30 • • • • • • • • •
30/32 • • •
32/34 • • • • • • • • •

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 35 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

30 • • • • • • • • •
30/32 • •
32/34 • • • • • • • • •
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2501

99

58

83
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99

          

2501 WAISTPANTS
 
Waistpants with side pockets, the right one with internal safety pocket with zip 
closure. Leg pockets, on the left side one spacious pocket with flap and Velcro 
closure and one phone pocket. On the right side pockets for pens, paper and 
folding rule. Back pockets. D-ring in front. Internal knee protection pockets. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2 
Color: navy-58, khaki-82, stone-83, black-99 
Size: 

AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES FIT P. 45

2502

58

58

99

83

          

2502 WAISTPANTS ZIP OFF
 
Waistpants possible to use as shorts, remove lower leg fabric by un-zip them at 
the knees. Side pockets, the right one with internal safety pocket with zip closure. 
Leg pockets, on the left side one spacious pocket with flap and Velcro closure and 
one phone pocket. On the right side pockets for pens, paper and folding rule. 
Back pockets. D-ring in front. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2 
Color: navy-58, stone-83, black-99 
Size: 

2506 NEW
COLOR
100%
COTTON

99

2506 WAISTPANTS
 
Waistpants in durable cotton. Side pockets, the right one with internal safety 
pocket with zip closure. Leg pockets, on the left side one spacious pocket with 
flap and Velcro closure and one phone pocket. On the right side pockets for pens, 
paper and folding rule. Back pockets. D-ring in front. Internal knee protection 
pockets. 

Material: 100% cotton 200 g/m2 
Color: black-99 
Size: 

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 35 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

30 • • • • • • • • • • • •
32 • • • • • • • • •
33 •
34 • • • • • • •

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

30 • • • • • • • • • •
32 • • • • • • • •
33 •
34 • • • • •

WAIST
INSEAM 30 31 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46

30 • • • • • • • • • •
32 • • • • • • • •
33 •
34 • • • • •
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5535 SHORTS
 
Shorts with holster pockets that can be tucked into the side pockets, one 
with an extra pocket and one with loops for tools. Back pockets with flap and 
Velcro closure. Folding rule pocket and pocket for tools with knife button. Two 
hammer loops, one on each side. Reinforcement inside the folding rule pocket 
and inside holster pockets. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m2 
Color: khaki-82, grey-98, black-99 
Size: 30 - 48

2505

58

58

83

82

99

          

2505 SHORTS
 
Shorts with side pockets, the right one with internal safety pocket with zip 
closure. Leg pockets, on the left side one spacious pocket with flap and Velcro 
closure and one phone pocket. On the right side pockets for pens, paper and 
folding rule. Back pockets. D-ring in front. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2 
Color: navy-58, khaki-82, stone-83, black-99 
Size: 30 - 46

2528

99

98

98

58

 
60

         

2528 SHORTS
 
Shorts with side pockets. Leg pockets, on the left side pocket with flap and 
Velcro closure and on the right side pockets for pens and tools, also one 
pocket for folding rule. Back pockets with flap and Velcro closure. Red-35, sky 
blue-53 and forest green-66 have got contrasts in black.

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m2 
Color: navy-58, grey-98, black-99 
Size: 28 - 48

AVAILABLE IN 
LADIES FIT P. .44
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LADIES’ WEAR

Although demand is still relatively moderate in 
comparison, we take pride in offering some of 
our best garments cut exclusively for the female 
body and size. We have collected those articles 
in the following pages, with references to their 
counterparts in Men’s/Unisex sizes.   

WOMEN’S CUT
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6423 W’S HI-VIS SOFTSHELL JACKET
 
Women’s hi-vis functional softshell jacket, both wind and water resistant. Quilted 
lining. Two chest pockets, left side with inner smartphone pocket. ID badge 
holder. Two inner zipped pockets, one for documents or larger items. Two side 
pockets. Left side inside pocket with headset opening. Sleeve pocket on left 
arm. Pit zip ventilation. Drawstring hem and extended back for greater comfort. 
Adjustable cuffs. Adjustable and detachable hood. 

Material: 100% polyester, 250 g/m2 
Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: yellow/black-11, orange/black-799 
Size: XS-XXXL

6424
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6424 W’S HI-VIS 3-LAYER INSULATED SOFTSHELL 
JACKET
 
Women’s 3-layer hi-vis functional softshell jacket, both wind and water resistant. 
Quilted lining. Two chest pockets, left side with inner smartphone pocket. ID 
badge holder. Two inner zipped pockets, one for documents or larger items. 
Two fleece-lined side pockets. Left side inside pocket with headset opening. 
Sleeve pocket on left arm. Pit zip ventilation. Drawstring hem. Adjustable cuffs. 
Extended back, fleece-lined collar for added comfort. Insulated, adjustable and 
detachable hood. 

Material: 100% polyester, 250 g/m2. Lining: 100% polyester. 
Class: CSA Z96-15 Class 2 Level 2 
Color: yellow/black-11, orange/black-799 
Size: XS-XXXL

CSA

CSA

799

799

11

11

11

799
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2326 MICROFLEECE JACKET WOMEN’S
 
Microfleece jacket with raglan sleeves for greater freedom of movement. Zipper 
at front with chin guard to prevent chafing. Patch breast pocket with zipper and 
internal loop for ID-card. Side pockets with concealed zippers. Two inner pockets. 

Material: 100% polyester, 195 g/m2 
Color: red-35, navy-58, grey-98, black-99 
Size: XS-3XL

3413

99

35
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66

98

99
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3413 WOMEN’S 3-LAYER FUNCTIONAL INSULATED 
WR SOFTSHELL
 

Women’s 3-layer wind and water repellent functional softshell jacket. Quilted 
lining.Two chest pockets, left with inner smartphone pocket.
ID card holder. Two inner zipped pockets, one for documents or larger items, 
left side with headset opening. Two side pockets. Sleeve pocket on the left 
arm. Pit zip ventilation. Drawstring hem. Adjustable cuffs. Extended back panel 
for better comfort. Reflective piping on sleeves and back. Insulated, removable 
and adjustable hood. Fleece lined collar and side pockets for better comfort 

Material: 100% polyester  
Color: navy-58, black-99
 *red-35, sky-blue-53, forest green-66, grey-98  
Size: XS-XXXL
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3412 WOMEN’S 3-LAYER FUNCTIONAL LINED WR 
SOFTSHELL
 
Women’s 3-layer wind and water repellent functional softshell jacket. Two chest 
pockets, left with inner smartphone pocket and headset opening. ID card 
holder. Two inner zipped pockets, one for documents or larger items. Two side 
pockets. Sleeve pocket on the left arm. Pit zip ventilation. Drawstring hem. 
Adjustable cuffs. Extended back panel for better comfort. Reflective piping 
on sleeves and back. Removable and adjustable hood. Fleece lined collar for 
better comfort. 

Material: 100% polyester 260 g/m2 
Color: black-99, navy-58
 *white-00, red-35, sky blue-53, forest green-66, grey-98  
Size: XS-XXXL
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2031 T-SHIRT FUNCTION WOMEN´S
 
T-shirt made of ”spun dyed” polyester. Reinforced neck and shoulder seam. The 
functional material rapidly transports moisture away from the skin. This means 
the garment dries quickly, keeping you fresh and dry all day. Shrink-proof and 
crease-resistant.

Material: 100% polyester, 135 g/m2 
Color: red-35, black-99 
Size: XS-3XL

2041 PIQUÉ FUNCTION WOMEN´S
 
Piqué made of ”spun dyed” polyester. Neck opening with three tone in tone 
buttons. The functional material rapidly transports moisture away from the 
skin. This means the garment dries quickly, keeping you fresh and dry all day. 
Shrink-proof and crease-resistant.

Material: 100% polyester, 160g/m2 
Color: white-00, red-35, navy-58, stone-83, black-99 
Size: XS-3XL

2529 SHORTS WOMEN’S
 
Shorts with side pockets. Leg pockets, on the left side pocket with flap and Velcro 
closure and on the right side pockets for pens and tools, also one pocket for 
folding rule. Back pockets with flap and Velcro closure. Red-35, sky blue-53 and 
forest green-66 have got contrasts in black.

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 g/m2 
Color: navy-58, grey-98, black-99 
Size: 25 - 40
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2521 WAISTPANTS STRETCH WOMEN’S
 
Waistpants with great flexibility. Stretch fabric across seat, crotch and knees area 
to provide extra freedom of movement. Leg pockets with zipper, left one with 
internal phone pocket and on the right side pocket with internal loop for ID-card. 
Wider belt loop at the back to prevent pressure from belt. Back pockets with 
flap and Velcro closure. Hidden attachment for holster pockets (ref. article 9042). 
Hidden button at front. By unpicking the red stitching at the hem, trousers can be 
lengthened by 5 cm.

Material: Material 1: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 230 g/m2  
Material 2: 92% nylon, 8% spandex, 245 g/m2      

Color: grey-98, black-99  
Size: 26 - 40

2500 WAISTPANTS WOMEN’S
 
Waistpants with side pockets, the right one with internal safety pocket with zip 
closure. Leg pockets, on the left side one spacious pocket with flap and Velcro 
closure and one phone pocket. On the right side pockets for pens, paper and 
folding rule. Back pockets. D-ring in front. Internal knee protection pockets. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245 g/m2 
Color: navy-58, stone-83, black-99 
Size: 26 - 40

2519
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2519 WAISTPANTS WOMEN’S
 
Waistpants with side pockets. Leg pockets, on the left side pocket with flap and 
Velcro closure and on the right side pockets for pens and tools, also one pocket 
for folding rule. Back pockets with flap and Velcro closure. Red-35, sky blue-53 
and forest green-66 have got contrasts in black. C32-C50, by unpicking the red 
stitching at the hem the trousers can be lengthened by 5 cm.

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton 245g/m2 
Color: navy-58, grey-98, black-99  
Size: 26 - 40

83
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ACCESSORIES

The small but important details to make an 
outfit or a garment complete: Knee pads, 
detachable pockets, belts and more. All 
made to fit our concept in both functionality 
and colour. 

ACCESSORIES
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8179

PGDL4

PGIS3

PGDL4 CUT RESISTANT D3O® IMPACT LINED DRIVER
 
Premium goatskin leather, complete back plate in molded D3O® for impact and 
vibration protection, anti-cut aramid lining, reinforced Keystone thumb, synthetic 
grip palm patches, elastic wrist and durable leather binding at cuff.

Material: goatskin leather, molded D3O®, aramid lining, synthetic grip
Type: impact driver
Color: white/black/orange-8179
Size: M-XXL

PGIS3 D3O® IMPACT MECHANIC GLOVES
 
High quality synthetic leather palm, complete back plate in molded D3O® for 
impact and vibration protection, Spandex on back of hand, fingers and forks for 
optimal mobility, touchscreen compatible silicone fingertips, reinforced synthetic 
grip palm patches, quick-grab puller-tab, heavy-duty inner wrist Velcro® closure 
tab for easy removal.

Material: synthetic leather, molded D3O®, Spandex, silicone, synthetic grip
Type: impact mechanic
Color: black/orange-8012 
Size: M-XL

8012
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PGIS2

PGIS1

PGIS2 IMPACT MECHANIC GLOVES
 
High quality synthetic leather palm and fingertips, reinforced thumb crotch, 
knuckles and fingers back plate in molded TPR for impact protection, unlined 
fleece on back of hand and fingers, Spandex forks for optimal comfort, 
touchscreen compatible silicone index, towel thumb, heavy-duty inner wrist 
Velcro® closure tab for easy removal.

Material: synthetic leather, TPR, fleece, Spandex
Type: mechanic
Color: camo-0085
Size: M-XL

PGIS1 IMPACT MECHANIC GLOVES
 
High quality synthetic leather palm and fingertips, reinforced thumb crotch, 
knuckles and fingers back plate in molded TPR for impact protection, unlined 
fleece on back of hand and fingers, Spandex forks for optimal comfort, 
touchscreen compatible silicone index, towel thumb, heavy-duty inner wrist 
Velcro® closure tab for easy removal.

Material: synthetic leather, TPR, fleece, Spandex
Type: mechanic
Color: black/tan-8418
Size: M-XL

0085

8418
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9037 BEANIE
 
Hat in single jersey with matching flatlock stitching.

Material: 95% cotton 5% spandex. 60% polyester, 33% cotton, 
7% spandex (yellow/orange) 

Color: yellow-10, orange-17, red-35, sky blue-53, navy-
 58, forest green-66, grey-98, black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE

9038
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9038 LINED BEANIE
 
Hat with fleece lining in single jersey with matching flatlock seams.

Material: 95% cotton 5% spandex. 60% polyester, 33% cotton, 
7% spandex (yellow/orange) 

Color: yellow-10, orange-17, red-35, sky blue-53, navy-
 58, forest green-66, grey-98, black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE

35 66581710 9953 98

35 66581710 9953 98
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9063 KNITTED HAT
 
Knitted hat in 100% wool. 

Material: 100% wool 
Color: black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE

9062

99

  

9062 CAP LOGO
 
Cap with discreet ProJob logo. Pre-bent screen.

Material: 97% cotton, 3% elasthane 
Color: black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE

9061

99
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9061 FLEECE HAT
 
Microfleece hat with discreet ProJob logo. Warm 
and quick-drying.

Material: 100% polyester, 380 g/m2 
Color: black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE

PROJOB workwear 2022
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9044
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9044 BRACES
 
Braces in stretch that follows the movements of the body. Cross in the back 
for increased comfort. Buckles in plastic. 

Material: 100% polyester 
Color: black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE

9958 98

98

9060

  

9060 BELT
 
Belt with plastic buckle. Metal-free.  
Measurment: 125x3,7 cm.

Material: 100% polyester 
Color: navy-58, grey-98, black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE

9036

99

  

9070 BELT
 
Stretch belt with plastic buckle.  
Measurement: 125x3,7 cm.

Material: 77% polypropylene, 3% elastane 
Color: black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE
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9001

99

STRETCH

  

9001 STRETCH BELT
 
Elastic belt that follows the movements of the body. Buckle with bottle opener 
at the backside.  
Measurement: 125x3,7 cm

Material: 70% polypropylene, 30% elastane  
Buckle: 100% nickle free metal 

Color: black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE 

9020

99

  

9020 BELT
 
Belt with metal buckle. Bottle opener on the backside of the buckle.  
Measurement: 125x3,7 cm

Material: 100% polyester 
Color: black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE

 Holster pockets 9042 p. 55
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9057 KNEE PROTECTORS
 
Knee protectors in EVA Foam.  
Measurment:15 mm

Material: 100% EVA, Ethylen Vinyl Acetat 
Color: black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE

9056

56

  

9056 ERGO KNEE PROTECTION
 
Ergonomic curved knee protector. Conform to the European Directive 
89/686/CEE following the EN 14404+A1:2010 official tests. 
Measurment:1,7x25 cm (curved)

Material: PE 
Color: blue-56 
Size: ONE SIZE
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1006 TOOL POCKET
 
Tool bag that can be attached to pants equipped with MOLLE-system, 
it can also be attached to a belt. Three pockets, two with zip closure.  
Dimensions: 16*10*3 cm

Material: 100% polyester 
Color: black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE

9039

99 10 35 00 98

  

9039 ZIPPULLER 10-PACK
 
Zippuller packed 10 pcs. One color per bag.

Color: white-00, yellow-10, red-35, grey-98, black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE

9042

999958 98

  

9042 HOLSTER POCKETS
 
Holster pockets that are suitable to ProJob pants provided with track rails. 
Pockets are reinforced with Cordura® for increased durability. One pocket 
with extra pockets, both open and one with zip closure. The other one with 
open pockets and loops for tools. Possible to adjust your pant after need, 
use both holster pockets or just one of them. 

Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton Reinforcement in 100% polyamide 
Color: navy-58, grey-98, black-99 
Size: ONE SIZE
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WASHING  
INSTRUCTIONS

CHOOSE SIZE  
CAREFULLY

Size is extremely important when it comes to work clothes – it affects function, 
wear and ergonomics. PROJOB clothing is designed with flexibility in mind. 
Clothes that are the wrong size prevent the wearer from moving around freely. 
Pockets and other functional details which are used repeatedly during the work-
ing day need to be positioned where they can be reached easily. If the clothing 
is the wrong size, either the positioning of the pockets will force the wearer to 
make strenuous movements, or the pockets will serve no purpose at all. It’s also 
extremely important for the knee protectors to be in the right place to prevent 
unnecessary wear. The size also affects how long clothes last – the tighter the 
garment, the greater the strain on the seams and the fabric. 

The PROJOB collection includes sizes to meet every need. Almost all our tops 
are available in XS–4XL and almost all our trousers are available in C44–C62, 
D84–D120 and C146–C156 (see Size Guide page 205 for details).

WASHING
All our garments are properly tested. Each of our garments has its own 
washing instructions, and it’s important to follow these. If a garment is 
always washed with similar colours and at the recommended temperature, 
it will stay looking good for longer. “Wash separately” in the washing instruc-
tions means that the colour of the fabric may run – for these garments, 
which may initially have a little extra dye, it is particularly important to follow 
the washing instructions.

PREWASH
Use the same amount of detergent as in the main wash cycle when pre-
washing very dirty clothes, but skip the prewash cycle completely for less 
dirty garments. Soaking garments is not recommended due to the damage 
which undisolved detergent can do to fabrics. 

DETERGENT
Always be sure to use the correct amount of detergent – see the deter-
gent packaging. Choose a bleach-free detergent which is suitable for the 
temperature of the wash. 

DRYING
Only tumble dry as a last resort – if you have enough time and space, hang-
ing garments out to dry is recommended as this is better for your clothes. 
Smooth out the fabric and the seams before hanging up a garment. When 
tumble drying, the garment should never be completely dried, as this causes 
unnecessary wear and can cause shrinkage. 

Shows the recomended wash 
temperature

Delicate cycle

Do not use chlorine bleach

Dry-clean, but do not use 
chemicals stronger than 
perchloroethylene

Do not dry-clean

Do not tumble dry

Tumble dry on low heat (50°c)

Cool iron –110°c max,
suitable for nylon

Cool iron –150°c max,
suitable for polyester/cotton

Cool iron –200°c max
suitable for cotton

Do not iron

Professional leather clean

Do not wring

Hand wash only
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SIZE GUIDE

MEN REGULAR - TYPE C - REGULAR CUT AND LENGHT

XS S M L XL XXL XXXL

SIZE C42 C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54 C56 C58 C60 C62 C64

Size conversion to inches 28/30 30/30 31/30 32/32 34/32 36/32 38/32 40/32 42/32 44/32 46/32 48/32

A - Chest (“)/cm 33/84 34.5/88 36/92 38/96 39.5/100 41/104 42.5/108 44/112 45.5/116 47/120 49/124 50,4/128

B - Waist (“)/cm 28,3/72 30/76 31.5/80 33/84 34.5/88 36/92 38/97 40/102 42.5/108 45/114 47/120 49,6/126

C - Hip (“)/cm 35,4/90 37/94 38.5/98 40/102 41.5/106 43/110 45/114 46.5/118 48/122 49.5/126 51/130 52,8/134

D -  Inseam (“)/cm 30/76 30/76 30.5/78 31/79 31.5/80 31.5/81 32/82 32.5/83 32.5/83 33/84 33/84 33,5/85

MEN TALL - TYPE C1 - REGULAR CUT, LONG INSEAM

SIZE C146 C148 C150 C152 C154 C156

Size conversion to inches 31/33 32/34 34/34 36/34 38/34 40/34

A - Chest (“)/cm 36/92 38/96 39.5/100 41/104 42.5/108 44/112

B - Waist (“)/cm 31.5/80 33/84 34.5/88 36/92 38/97 40/102

C - Hip (“)/cm 38.5/98 40/102 41.5/106 43/110 45/114 46.5/118

D -  Inseam (“)/cm 32.5/83 33/84 33.5/85 34/86 34/87 34.5/88

MEN SHORT - TYPE D - SHORT INSEAM

SIZE D84 D88 D92 D96 D100 D104 D108 D112 D116 D120

Size conversion to inches 30/28 32/30 34/30 35/30 36/30 38/30 40/30 42/30 44/30 46/30

A - Chest (“)/cm 33/84 34.5/88 36/92 38/96 39.5/100 41/104 42.5/108 44/112 45.5/116 47/120

B - Waist (“)/cm 30.5/78 32/82 34/86 35.5/90 37/94 38.5/98 40.5/108 42.5/108 45/114 47/120

C - Hip (“)/cm 37/92 38/96 39.5/100 41/104 42.5/108 44/112 45.5/120 47/120 49/124 50.5/128

D -  Inseam (“)/cm 28.5/72 28.5/73 29/74 29.5/75 30/76 30.5/77 30.5/79 31/79 31/79 31.5/80

WOMEN

SIZE C34 C36 C38 C40 C42

Size conversion to inches 26 27 28 30 32

A - Chest (“)/cm 31.5/80 33/84 34.5/88 36/92 38/96

B - Waist (“)/cm 26/66 27/69 28.5/72 30/76 31.5/80

C - Hip (“)/cm 35.5/90 36.5/93 38/96 39/99 40/102

D -  Inseam (“)/cm 30/76 30/77 31/78 31/79 31.5/80

SIZE C44 C46 C48 C50

Size conversion to inches 34 36 38 40

A - Chest (“)/cm 39.5/100 41/104 43/110 45.5/116

B - Waist (“)/cm 33/84 34.5/88 36.5/93 39/99

C - Hip (“)/cm 41.5/106 43/110 45/115 47/120

D -  Inseam (“)/cm 32/81 32/82 32.5/83 33/84

SIZE REFERENCE FOR TOPS

Men Men Women Women Shirts, neck width

32 XS cm inches

XS 40 – 42 34 –36 S 35 –36 13.5 –14

S 44 – 46 38 – 40 M 37–38 14.5 –15

M 48 –50 42– 44 L 39– 40 15.5 –16

L 52–54 46 – 48 XL 41– 42 16 –16.5

XL 56 –58 50 –52 XXL 43 – 44 17–17.5

XXL 60 – 62 54 XXXL 45 – 46 17.5 –18

XXXL 64 – 66 47– 48 18.5 –19
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2315 COHEN, MONTREAL, QC, CANADA, H4R 2N7 
T: 514-345-0135 / 1-800-363-2237

info@projob-workwear.com
www.projob-workwear.com


